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CONCLUSION

The final product of this entire Process is a líst
of projects ranked according to relative cost-
effectiveness. By applying budget constraints to
this listing of projects, a yearly or rnultiyear pro-
gra¡n is devised. The process explained presents â
sirnple technique for facilitating the resource-
allocation decision. It is designed to be apPlica-
ble to all Iocal lrighway organizations regarclless of
their size or sophistication.
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Analysis of Accidents in Traffic Situations By Means of
Multiproportional Weighted Poisson Model

R. HAMERSLAG, J.P. ROOS, AND M. KWAKERNAAK

This art¡cle describes a model that enables traffic eng¡neers to get insight into
the factors that influence the occurrence of accidents. This model has a multi'
plicative form and describes how the expected number of accidents depends on

road and Îraff¡c character¡st¡cs. Because of the input of observations where no

accidents occurred, a logar¡thmic transformat¡on to linearize the model was im-
possible without biasing the est¡mates cons¡derably' By introduc¡ng the maxi-
mum likelihood est¡mation theory, a model was developed that also analyses

situat¡ons where no accidents occur. This method was first applied successfully

in 1974 for the analysis of actidents on Dutch polderroads. This article also de'

scribes the results obta¡ned by the method from a study that tries to establ¡sh

a relat¡on between road and traff¡c character¡st¡cs on one hand and the safety

of cyclists and moped riders on the other. lnfluenc¡ng factors are (a) motor
car, moped, and cycle traffic flows; (b) w¡dth of cycle lane and median width;
(c) access roads to houses; (d) type of road surface of the cycle lanes; and (el

parking bays and bus stops. A f unher applicat¡on is g¡ven by the study of ¡n'
terurban car traffic. Daily traffic flows proved to be the most imPortant var¡'
able, followed by the presence of obstacles and intersections and crossings of
various kinds.

Traffic accidents are caused by errors of judgment
on the part of road users or by defects in vehicles.
The occurrence of accidents is related to the psy-
chological characteristics of the traffic Partici-
pants as weII as to the physical characteristics
under which Èhey take part in traffic. These physi-
cal characteristics are, for instance, the weather
conditions (e.9.' fog or slipperiness)r the Iight or
dark period of the day' and the road characteris-

tics. One of the tasks of the traffic engineer is
to examine whether the accident rate can be lowered
by improving the traffic situation.

The occurrence of accidents can be analyzed by
means of mathematical models. Regress!.on analysis
is often used; someti¡nes analysis of variance and
factor analysis are also used to ascertain the
effect of road and traffic characterístics (f-l).
Sone have used linear regression. Often, a multi-
plicative model is nade linear (!r!).

The use of multiPle Iinear regression implicitly
assumes that the observation results are clistributed
normally. This assumption is not very realistic
since the analysis is specifically concerned with
traffic situations in rvhich few accidents occur.
The probability that the number of accidents would
become negative is not negtigible in that case.

The drawback of an erroneous assurnPtion with
respect to the sampling distribution is even greater
in the use of the multiPlicative rnodel linearized by
a logarithnic transformation. The logarithn of zero
is not defined, and a zero observation can therefore
not be included in the investigation. The zero
observations are sometines omitted fron the analy-
sis. This seems undesirable because traffic situa-
tions where no accidents occur are of a very real
inportance. Other devices are sometines usedi for
instance, a sma1l number (e.g. ¡ 0.5) nay be added to
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all observations (6-t). Such a pretreatment of
observations can greatly affect the estimate and is
therefore undesirable.

For the nethod we propose it is not reguired
either. This contribution deals with the weighted
nultiprotþrtional Poisson ¡nodel and illustrates this
method with some applications. The number of acci-
dents is used as the dependent variabler whereas the
accident rate is not. fn fact, the rate depends on
Èhe dimensions uged. ?he lengths of road seg¡nents
where accidents have been observed lead to the
introduction of weighted models. Àccidents are
related to road and traffic characteristics by neans
of a tnultiplicative or ¡nultiproportional ¡nodel. The
accidents are assumed to be Poisson distributed.
II{ULTIPROPORTIONAL POISSON MODEL

The multiproportional Poisson model is based on two
assumptions. First, it is assumed that accidents
are Poisson distributed with some expected value.
Subsequent accidents are not correlated and the time
interval between two subsequent accidents has a
negative-exponentiãI distribution. Second, the
expected number of accidents (¡¡) is nultiplicative
(i.e., the product of the effects of independent
variables). This nodel is based on the analysis of
higher-order cross-classifications t'o test whether
the factors (roadway and traffic characteristics) of
influence are independent. In the use of the acci-
dent model, many roadway and traffic characteristics
must be included simultaneously in the analysis.
The multiplicative model introduced here is a logi-
cal continuation of the analysis of cross-classifi-
cations that contain one or two roadg¡ay featuresi
thus, all detailed information available may be
analyzed. Oppe (9) gives so¡ne theoretical and
experinenbal justification for the use of a multi-
plicative model.

In addition, somê road segments, which have a
certain co¡nbination of factors, may differ consid-
erably in length (L) from other seg¡nents, srhich have
a different combination of factors. The experi-
mental design is not balanced. As a conseguence of
the governmental road design policy, these are
combinations of road and traffic characteristics
that do not exist (e.9., roads that have a smal-l
lane width but a high car volume). Moreover, obser-
vations from long road segments are ¡nore reliable
than those from short segments. The Iiterature on
this subject pays little attention to the analysis
of such weighted cross-classifications (6,19). A
comPuter package like Bl¡lDP does not contain software
for the analysis of weighted cross-classifications.

The presence of rveight facÈors is a vital differ-
ence between the method being proposed and the
st.andard J.ogrlinear analysis of cross-classifica-
tions. Note that the ratío betv¡een the number of
accidents and the weighting factor is not suitable
for analysis since, in that case, the analysis wilJ-
depend on the dimensions used (11).

The form of the model is

l-lklmn = ak 'br 'c- 'd' . . . Lkl-. (l)

rdhere

Èkl¡nn = expected nurnber of accidents
rn case the explanatory vari-
ables belong to the categories
krl¡n¡ and n;

Lkl¡nn = length of the segment that be-
longs to the categories k,1r¡n,
and n (if necessary, weighted
by period of observation);

a¡rb1rc¡rd¡... = coefficients (estimate is
indicated by ^);
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a,brcrd = factors (characteristics of the
road and traffic situation); and

k,lrm, and n = classes with k = 112,3¡4¡...¡
I = Ir2,3,4'...i m = !,2,3t
4,...; and n = !,2,3,4,....

Interactions can also be taken into account.
This ¡neans that the influence of several in¿lependent
variables together differs from that of each sepa-
rate independent variable.

Since it is possible to multiply the coefficients
a¡ by 100 and to divide the bl coefficÍents by
100 h¡ithout affecting the number of accidents, a
norrnalÍzation is used. The coefficients are not
unique. The ratios between the coefficients of any
factor are unique. In performing the computations
this conplication is taken into account. The influ-
ence of Èhe traffic volume can be estinated by means
of one of the traffic coefficients. ft is also
possible to include the traffic voluÍe directty as
an independent explanatory variable, ,if so required.
In the latter case, Lklmn becomgé equal to the
product of volune¡ tength, and obsárvation period.

ESTIMAÎION EQUATIONS

The coefficients in the accident nodel are estimated
on the basis of the maxi¡nu¡n Iiketihood nethod.
llaximization of the likelíhood gíves the estimation
equations. As indicated above, the nature of the
occurrence of an âccident is a Poisson process.
Consequently, the probability of yklrnn accidents
at an expected value lklmn is given by the
equation

Pt[yn*,] = lexp (-pn,") 'pkhnnvktmn]/ykrmn I Q)

The nunbers of accidents (yllrnn) are assumed to
be independent for a1l combinations of krl,nrn,....
As a result, the value of the fog-Iikelihood func-
tion (I) becomes

À =X X ) X lnPr[y¡¡""]
klmn

In Equation I the coefficients should be chosen in
such a vray that the 1og-likelihood has a rnaximum
value. Substitution of Equations I and 2 in Equa-
tion 3 gives the J-og-likelihood function3

À = t I ) Ð [-a¡' b1' c-' dn ... Lrm, *yklm,'
klmr
ln(a¡b1c-dn...Ln-n)-ln(yç¡""!)l (4)

The maximum value of the log-likelihood is found
by deternining the first partial derivative for each
of the coefficients and by equating it to zero:

(3)

ôÀ/ðâ*=¡>>(-ü'ôm'¿.
I mn

. Ln-n)+ ) X ) (y¡¡""/â¡)=0; Vk
I mn

(sa)

It is also (equivalently) true that

ôÀ/â6t =6,Y 1

ô!ôô = 0, Vm

ôVðri" = 6' Yn

(sb)

(sc)

(sd)

A set of nonlinear equations is developed, with
which the coefficients are deternined.

Lklm¡; Vk

br =Y.r../) t t âkômdn... L¡6,; Vl
kmn

ô- =y.. -./) ) X â¡li1d. ... L¡6n; Vm
kl n

(6)

(7)

àr=vr.../?ll6'ô*,i"

(8)
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ðn =Y...a/!) Ðâq61ô-...Lu-n; Vn
kl m

In these formulas,

ÐÐ)Y¡¡a¡=Yk...; Vk
I mn
! X E Y¡¡'^ = Y.r. .l Vl
kmn

) Ð Ð Y¡ur. = Y. .m.i Vm
kl n

ÐÐ)Yn.r =Y...ni Vn
k lm

(e)

(l0a)

(10b)

(10c)

(lod)

Yk..., Y.I.., Y..m. , and y...{ì are the
oËåäived màiginal frequency distributions of acci-
dents. The coefficients are deternined by an itera-
tive nethod in accordance with the Gauss-Seidel
pr inc iple .

The nethod being proposed can be ¡nodified, if
necessaryi for exarnple, the Poisson distribution of
the accidents could be replaced wÍth sone other
distribution (gamna, Erlang) if the ernpirical data
¡rould indicate so.

STÀTISTICÀL TESTING

The estimators of the coefficieits aie stochastic
vâriables. Each of these stochastic variables has a

probability distributionr â tTtêâtlr and a standard
devíation. The smaller the standard deviation of
the estirnator, the nore reliable a coefficient is
considered to be. It is exanined by testing whether
certain assumptions concerning the Paraneters of a

distribution (comPrised in the null hyPothesis) can
be rejected in favor of the alternative hyPothesis'
Since a multiproportional nodel is being used here,
it should be examined whether the ratio between the
coefficients of each set of classes per factor
lay/a¡, c^/c1t d¡ld1, ... ) differs sig-
nificantly fro¡n one.

The variation ín the coefficients can be deÈer-
míned by neans of the matrlx of the second deriva-
tives of the log-likelihood function (r). The

negative exPectation of the inverse of this matrix
gives (asyrnptoticatly) the variance-covariance
matrix. The square root of the vâlue of the diago-
nal ele¡nents of this variance-covariance rnatrix
gives the estimated standard deviation ln the coef-
ficients. The Probability distribution of the
ratios layç/a¡, cn/c¡t d¡,/d1r. ") is
skew. As the vJ1ues of thè coefficients are posi-
tive integer numbersr values smaller than or equal
to zero cannot occur. The natural assumPtion to
make in testing is that the estimated coefficients
are log-normally distributed. It häs been ascer-
tained by Monte Carlo sinulation that this assurnP-

tion is very useful Ga,!.l) . Because the Procedure
of drawing random nunbers requires lengthy calcula-
tions, the ¡nethod with the second derivative is
used. The nor¡nalizatíon is done in such a ¡¡ay that
only the estinated values of the norrnalized coef-
ficients greater than one occur.

SEI,ECTION OF FACTORS

In sone studies we estimated the effects of a large
number of roadway characteristics. The results of
the sinultaneous estímation can then be supported. by

some sinple strategies. Depending on the problen, a

distinctíon can be ¡na¿le bet¡{een the various roadway
characteristics. These are sêlected on the basis of
the hypotheses that are to be analyzecl. As a tool
in selecting roadway features, the IÍkelihood-ratio
test statistic (G2) is used Iseer for instance'
Bishop and others (!) I .

6.99€ 2[l* - r(u)] = 2 [ yk1¡nn In (y¡1¡¡/u¡1¡¡)
(su¡n over all the observations)

3I

}¡her e

I(¡) = value of the log-likelihood function
r.rith estimated coefficients (ârÊrêrâr...) i

t* = highest attainable value of the log-Iike-
lihood; Èhis value of the 1og-likelihood
function is attained if the model results
become egual to the observation resultsi
and

c2 = chi-square distributed if the number of
observations ís sufficiently large (i.e.,
asymPtotic) .

The vatue of G2 is catculated for each separate
roadway characteristic. It can be examined by
testing whether the roailway feature in question
contribuÈes significantly to the exPlanation. This
¡nethod can also be continued for co¡nbinations of
roadway characteristics. Table I Presents an ex-
anple of this nethodology. Average daily traffic
volume, obstacle distance' and Pavement' for in-
stance, are significant. The legally permitted
maxinu¡n speed and the gradient are not.

In this way the roadway characÈeristics can be
classified according to their explanatory strength.
It would be incorrect to regard these (simple)
analyses as definitive, since the effects of all
other factors are ignored and the observations are
classified solely on the basis of the one factor
considered. Although these simple analyses indicate
the relative importance of the various factors, the
weighted multiproPortional Poisson model, which
takes account of many factors simultaneously' must
be considered decisive.

The test statistic G2 can also be used when

several factors are considered. In broad outline
the procedure is as follows: After two factors have
been considered and analyzed separately, this is
repeated for the tvro factors together. The effect
of the tldo factors together is then compared with
the sum of the effects of the two factors taken
separately. Tf., for instancer the effect of the two
factors together is found to be considerably smaller
t.han the sum of the tno separate effects, correla-
tion between these factors is obvious--they explain,
in an (almost) identical wâY, the occurrence of
accidents.

COI4PARISON OF OBSERVED AND ESTII4ATED RESULTS

The value of the applicätion of the model is illus-
traÈed by comparing the observation results with the
estÍnation results, for the bicycle traffic study
(one-sided bicycle lanes). The estimation results
have been taken from Table 2.

In practice, two-dimensional tables are often
used to search for independent variables. In the
tabte below the relation between the accident rate
per kilometer per year and the volumes of car traf-
fic and (motorized) bicycle traffic is shown. To

allow comparison with the model results, all obser-
vation results were divided by the nu¡nber of acci-
dents in the uPper left cell.

Ànnüal Àccident Rate per Kilometer
Volume of
Motor i zed
Bicvcles
<250
2 s0-700
700-r000
>1000

<2000 2000-4000 4000-6000 >6000
Motor l,totor Irlotor Motor

The nu¡nber of acci¿lents is expected to increase
with the increasing volumes of the motor vehicles
ancl cycles. In the above tabler howeverr the first

Vehicles Vehicles Vehicles Vehicles
1.00
0.78
0.00

0.9r
1. s0
2.63

0.77
r.23
3.33

0.94
r.47
4.88

0.52 0.45 s.83 6.27

I
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Table 1. Example of methodology.

Roadway Characte¡istic G2 df Significance Level
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well in line with the expectatlons. An increase
traffic volune results ín more âccidents.

Annual èccident Rate per Kilo¡neter
Volume of
ltotor i zed
Bicvcles
<2 50
250-700
700-I000
>1000

lled ian
v{ idLh
(m)

<2.3
>2.3

847

in

Average daily traffic volume
Points of conflict
Type of obstacle
Ho¡izontal curve
Obstacle distance
Parallel facility
Environment feâtues
Median width
Sight distance
Profile narrowings
Truck percentage
Shoulder width
PaYement width
Pavement
Lane width
Permitted speed
Gradient
Discontinuities

266.90 6
94.32 3

102.00 6
63.81 2
7 5.33 4
54.64 4
40,41 3
49.33 4
49.30 5

9.93 l
12.74 3

15.96 5

10,27 7
18.50 7
l0.l 3 6
0.67 I
0.29 I
0.26 2

>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999
>0.999

0.997
0.995
0.994

'v0.80
0.99
0.90

'v0.60
.!0.40

"v0.20

<2000 2000-4000 4000-6000 >6000
Motor Motor lr{otor liotor
Vehicles vehicles Vehicles Vehicles
1.OO 1.23 1.56 tJ4
I.27
2.99
3,92

I .56
3 .68
4.82

1.98
4.66
6.12

2.2I
5.20
6.82

Observed results are presented in the table
below. In this tabte the wiilth of the bicycle lane
and the ¡¡idth of the nedian between bicycle lane and
roadway are included:

Accident Rate
by Bicycle
Lane lilidth
<2.7m >2.7m
1.00 l_.68
0.81 0.73line and the first column might suggest that the

accident rate decreases hríth an increase of the
traffic volutne. The second column and last line
also present a rather illogical picture. The reason
ls that other roadway characterlstics also affect
the occurrence of accídents. This effect cannot be
demonstrated in a two-di¡nensional table.

In the first tabl"e in the next colunn, the moilel
results are shown. The tâble is the result of
multiplying the estimated coefficients for notor
vehicle volume by those for motorized bicycl_e volume
(Table 2). The effect of other roadway features was
incorporated in the other esti¡nated coefficients but
is omitted from this table. The ¡nodel results are

Table 2. Estimation results for roads that have a bicycle lane
on one side,

Factor

The wider a bicycle lane with a narrow median width,
the more dangerous it is. This table has led to the
hypothesis of interaction. Consequently, coeffi-
cients i.rere estinated for each cell of the matrix
(so 4). These were included in model results in thefollowing table.

Accident Rate
I'ledian by Bicycle
I,J idth Lane Width
(m) <2.7 m >2.7 m

<2.3 I.00 0.85
>2.3 0.65 0.54

t-Value Between Classes

Class Class I Class 2 Class 3

l. Motor vehicle volume
< 2000
2000-4000
4000-6000
> 6000

2. Bicycle volume
<.250
25 0-700
700- I 000
> 1000

3. Access points, bicycle
lane side

<225 m
>225 m

4. Access points other side
<225 m
>225 m

5. Median bicycle lane
<2.3 m
>2.3 m

6. Width bicycle lane
<2.'7 m
>2.7

7. Pavement bicycle lane
asphalt + concrete
brick pavement

8. Sight distance
I 00 percent
( I 00 percent

9. Obstacle
No obstacle
Othe¡s
Trees, continuous
Trees, discrete * lights

I
2
3
4

I
2

4

t47 66
lsO 98
123 102
129 255

130 105
192 t20
48 83
78 213

135 199
414 232

130 211
4\9 310

31 8 30't
231 214

338 308
211 213

4tl 290
61 73
s5 120
22 38

1.00
1 .23 1.29
1.56 3.02
1.74 3.02

1.00
|.27 1.83
7.99 8.66
3.92 9.69

1.00
0.89 0.64

1.00
0.97 0.17

1.00
0.ó5 3.13

1.00
0.85 0.9ó

1.00
1.2t 2.03

l 00
1 .1 5 1.23

1.00
I .l 5 0.85
t.57 3.84
1.66 2.85

1.68
2.31 0.85

5.35 -9.35 1.94

I
2

2r5 281
334 240

235 230
314 291

I
2

I
2
3
4

1.81
1.5 I 0.33

Note: L=totalsegm-enllength(km)weightedbytheanârysisperiod,y=nuñberofaccidenrspe.clâss,
and C = coelficients estimåled.
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If the cells outside the diagonal are multiplied
(0.85 x 0.65 = 0.55), this value differs little from
the estimated value of 0.54. Consequently' the
assumed interaction apparently does not exist' In
the final estimation (presented in Table 2), there-
forer interaction is not Present.

The estimation results show that wide bicycle
Ianes are safer than narrow ones and that a wide
median is safer than a narroi'¡ oner which is entirely
in line with the expecbations. The ilifference
between model results and observation results must
be attributed to the fact thât apparently, in the
table that shows observational results, other inde-
pendent variables (e.g., volurnes) co¡ne into play as
weIl.

APPLICATION IN SPECIFIC SITUATIONS

In the Netherlands the weighted multiproPortional-

Figure L Bicycle lanes on both sides (T'roads)'

Figure 2. Bicycle lanes on one side (E'roadsl'

Figure 3, Road withor¡t bicycle lanes (Z'roadsl.
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Poisson nodel was used for polderroads in 1974 (14) r

for interurban bicycle traffic in 1978 (IÐ ' antl for
interurban car traffic in 1979 (16).

Interurban Bicvcle Traffic

The study investigated 1774 accidents to motorized
cyclists that resulted in severe injuries, so¡ne of
which were fatal. The accidents hâve been taken
from the nâtional accidents survey of accidents per
road segrnent. The roadway characteristics have been
determined by a direct survey. The role of second-
ary and tertiary roads outside the built-up area
(with a total length of 2439 krn) in these accidents
was studied. Some are roads with bicycle lanes on
both sides (T-roads) (Figure l), some are roads with
bicycle lanes on one side (E-roads) (Figure 2) r and
so¡ne âre roads wíthout lanes (Z-roads) (Figure 3).

The inventory unit used was a road segment' À

segment is a Part of the road between intersections
or junctions wíth public roads within r¡hich there
are no changes in the nost imPortant characteristics
of the roaCl. It has a maxinum length of 200 m' A

distinction was tnade bethreen roads l¡ithout bicycle
facilitiès, roads with a separate (i.e. ¡ reservation
in between) bicycle lane on one side, ancl roads with
separate bicycle lanes on both sí¿les.

Some of the most irnportant results are as follows:

1. The Probability of accidents is greatly influ-
enced by the motor vehicle volutne. Average daily
traffic volumes were usedi the volume at the ti¡ne of
the accident could not be used because data were

lacking. The influence of the volune on accidents
is considerably greater for roatls without bicycle
facitities lfactor I in Tabtes 2 and 3 (for illus-
tration' only the results for E- and Z-roads are
given) l.

2. An increase in the bicycle volume greatly
increases the probability of accidents (Tables 2 and

3, factor 2).
3. The probability of accidents is greater on

roads with a Ítide bicycle lane ancl a narrow nedian
than on roads with a less-wide bicycle lane and a

wider nedian. This is particularly true for roads
that have a bicycle lane on one side.

4. Roads that have nany access Points generate
significantly more acci¿lents than roads that have

few or no access points (factor 3t Table 2r and

factors 3 and 4, Table 3).
5. The influence of parking bays, bus stopst and

so on is not significant on roa¿ls that have bicycle
facilities on one side or on both si¿les as could be

expected because there are no conflicts. On roads
wilhout bicycle facitities the Probability of acci-
dents is increased by more than 20 percent (see

Table 3).
6. The influence of the presence or absence of an

edge marking could not be proved (see Table 3'
factor 6).

No significant Ínfluence could be demonstrated for
other inftuence factors.

The model coefficients found are suitable for
calculating the probability of accldents on a seg-
rnent of a certain tyPe. The ¡nethod can âIso be used

to deterrûine whether no facilities, facilities on

one side, or facilities on both sides are better'

rnterurban Car Traffic

The following data are cited fron Jager and Gijsbers
(LO.). The study was concerned with 1545 accidents
tIãt caused severe injuries, sone of which were

fatal' on two-lane or equivalent roads maintaineil by

the national or provincial governments (I300 k¡n) '
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Table 3. Estimation results for road3 that do not have
bicyde lanes.
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Factor Class C

t-Value Between Classes

Class I Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

l. Motor vehicle volume
<1000
I 00G2000
2000-3000
> 3000

2. Bicycle volume
< 150
t 50-25 0
250-5 00
500-700
> 700

3. Access points
>500 m
225-500 m
<225 m

4. Two lanes width
<5.0 m
5.G6.0 m
6.0-7.0 m
>7.0 m

5. Pavement of the ¡oad
Asphalt * concrete
Brick pavement

6. Parking bays, bus stops
Yes
No

7. Marking
Yes
No

8. Sight distance
100 percent
< I 00 percent

9. Obstacle
No obstacle
Othe¡s
Trees, continuous
Trees, disc¡ete + Iights

I

3
4

I
2
3
4
5

I
2
3

469
318
t99

644
664

675
634

74
180
227

1.00
|.34 2.13
2.05 5.'12 4.28
3.2t 7 .s5 7 .48 4.69

35'7 82
266 110
363 185
161 125
t63 221

356 r 10
399 I 95
553 418

231 87
6t I 304
394 285
72 47

L00
l 6l
1.62
l.9s
2.85

iot -3.11 0.03
5.02 1.38 1.79
6.94 4.16 5.57 i.o,

1.00
t.4t 2.42
1.69 4.60 1 .69

1.00
0.90 0.70
I .09 0.5 5 t .68
0.91 0.44 0.07 0.96

I.00
1.22 | .37

t.00
0.78 2.64

1.00
0.97 0.41

1.00
l.l I I .56

1.00
l.l9 t.'74
1.3 I 2.57 0.95
t.'72 4.68 2.80 1.69

Note: L = total segment length (km) weighted by the analysis period, y = number of accidents per class, and
C = coeffìcie¡ls estimated.

I
2
3

4

I
2

I
2

4

1234
74

I 054
255

657
66

583
140

376
347

308
415

693 301
212 135
253 175
150 112

Figure 4. Road characteristícs of cross section,

To obtain a unit of analysis inventory, the road
neti.rork r.ras subdivided into Lengths of approximately
I00 m. The analysis was carried out on segments of
roads, most of \dhich were 200 n in length. The used
road characteristics in a cross section are given in
Figure 4. Table 4 presents the estimation results.

As may be expected, the average dail-y traffic
volume (factor I in Table 4) is by far the most-i¡rr
portant explanatory variable. The accident density
is approximately a factor 3 highêr on roads that
have an average daily traffic volume of nore than
9000 motor vehicles than on roads that have a volume
lower than 3000 motor vehicles/24 h (provided all
other roadvray features are equal). The accident
density hardly increases r.ríth an increase of the
intensity over 10 000 notor vehicles,/2  h. These

analysis results scarcely differ fro¡n the con-
cLusions that can be drah'n frorn West German and
Danish studies (5,12-19.) .

If the regression coefficients are normalized by
traffic performance (roughly speaking this means
dividing by volume), those roads that have a high
volume are safer than roads that have relatively lovr
üolume, íf all other features are the same.

The two-lane width does not significantly influ-
ence the accident density¡ whereas the pavenent
rdidth and shoulder width do (factor 3), although the
pavenent width less so than the shoulder width. The
two-lanè width, therefore, seems to influence the
accident density nuch less than does Èhe paved
shoulder width. The effects found for the shoul¿ler
width are significant in atl cases. A paved shoul-
der width smaller than 0.85 n produces a greater
probability of accidents than does a wider paved
shoulder. The accident density is not significantly
changed by increasing the wídth of shoulders of
I.8-2.0 m wide. The accident density is as much for
roads that have a shoulder v¡idth of 1.8-2.0 m as for
roads lhat have considerabl-y wider shoulders.
within the classes smaller than 0.9 m, the widths of
0.4-0.5 m appear to be significantly safer than the
slightly wider (0.6-0.8 m) or the slight1y narrower
(<0.3 n) widths. The results found for the lane
vridth are not in line with the concLusion drawn from
other studies; i.e. r that the traffic safety in-
creases with an increase of the lane width.

The various researchers, however, do not cone to
the same conclusion concerning the relation betvreen
lane wídth and accident density: Foody and Iong
(?9) have found a linear relationr Dart and ¡*tann (3)
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Table 4. Estimation results for lane-w¡dú study'
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Factor Class

t-Value Between Classes

Class I Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5

l. Motor vehicle volume
< 3000
3000-3999
4000-5999
6000-7999
8000-9499
> 9500

2. Truck percentage
< 20 percent
>20 petcent

3. Paved shoulder width
>0.85 m
<0.85 m

4. Obstacle distance
Absent
2.5-3.5 m
<2.5 m

5. Median width
Absent
>4.0 m
<4.0 m

6. Type of obstacle
Absent
Other
Open row of trees
Row of [ghting columns

7. Sight distance
> 900 m in both directions
Other

8. Pavement
Concrete
Asphalt

9. Horizontal curvature
> 1500 m
750-1499 m
<7 49 rî

10. Poirts of conflict
Absent + crossings
Access points
Inte¡sections

I l. P¡ofile narrowings
Absent
Present

1

2

256 172 1.00
t77 156 1.23
282 329 1.55
238 329 2.07
tz3 236 2.72
130 323 3.1 I

1003 t253 1.00
204 292 l.l4

l3l 136 1.00
107't 1409 1.22

39 37 1.00
t012 1197 L21
156 31 1 1.43

653
4t2
t43

103 1.00
612 l.l5
230 0.98

l¡r--
4.48 2.37
7.59 5.30 3.5ó
9.83 7.56 6.32
1t.57 9.29 8.48

1_89

i:s , -

1 .13
1.96 2.20

2.29
0.25 1.93

itt -5.05 0.52

I
2

'7 64 829 1 .00
3t2 453 1.03 0.44
87 145 1.26 2.41
4't I l8 1.35 2.62

263 258 1.00
945 1281 1.14

z.o+ -2.4t 0.52

i'o

irs

1.91

I
2

I
2

121 195 1.00
1086 1350 0.85 1.99

982 1t4l 1.00
128 198 1.25 2.29
96 206 |.64 6.29

1073 1261 1.00
I l I 206 1.32 3.45
24 78 2.65 8.25

1178 1487 1.00
29 58 1.48 2.90

Note: L=totalsegmentlength(km)weightedbytheânâlysisperiod,Y=numbe¡ofaccidentsperclass,and
C = coefficients estimated.

and Nilsson (41 have found a parabolic relation;
and Silyanov (22) has concluded a hyperbolic rela-
tion. On the whole the results for shoulder width
and pavement width are in keeping with the con-
clusions drawn from the study of 1itêrature [Bitzl
(I7r18), Foody and Long (29), and Silyanov (22)1.

The type of obstacte (faclor 6 in Table 4) sig-
nificantly influences the accident density. open
rows of trees and rows of lighting columns sig-
nificantly increase the probability of accidents by
26 percent. with regard to the effects of the rows
of lighÈing colunns, a reservation should be made.
In general¡ lighting is used along notorways only if
the traffic volume in conjunction with the road
situation catls for such a provision.

The obstacle distance (factor 4) significantly
influences the accident density. The distance from
the inner side of the edge narking of the lane to
the first obstacle ín the shoulder is used as a

measure for the obstacle distance. The analysis
makes obvious that the accident density decreases
with an increase of the obstacle distance. The
accident density for obstacle distances smaller than
2.5 ¡n was found to differ significantly from that
for obstacle distances greater than 2.5 n. Signifi-
cant differences in acci¿lent density could be found
neither for obstacle distances betv¡een 0 and 2.5 m

nor for those greater than 2.5 m.

The presence of most tYPes of conflict points
(factor 10) significantly íncreases the accident
density. After traffic volune, this road feature
influences the accidênt density nost. A distinction
was made between the following points of conflict:

1. Pedestrian crossings and bicycle crossings,
both with and vrithou! traffic lights, and crossings
for mixed traffic;

2. Residential and agrarian access points and
minor intersectionsi and

3. Type B intersections (intersecÈions without
road signs and without changes in their cross sec-
tions).

Access points and B-type intersections significantly
inftuence the accident density. The presence of
type B intersections increases the accident density
considerably more than that of access Points.

Horizontal curves (factor 9) that have a radius
greater than 1"500 m do not affect the âccident
density. With a decrease in the hÕrizontal radius'
the accialent density increases significantly.

The sight distance (factor 7) significantly
affecls the accident density. À sight distance
greater than 900 m is significantly safêr than a

more-restricted one. !iith a further clecrease of
sight distânces s¡naller than 900 m, the increase of
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the probability of accidents was found to be insig-
nificant. From other studies (5), it ãppeared that
sight distances smaller than 400 rn result in a
higher accident density than do sight distances
greater than this. The literature study showed that
sight distancea greater than 400 m hardly affect the
accident density at all.

Beside the roadway features mentioned, the median
width (factor 5), the type of pavement (factor 8) r
the truck percentage (factor 21, and the profile
narrowings also affect the probabitity of accidents,
though to a less extent. For some features no
reIãtion to the probability of accidents can be
demonstrated. This applies to the legatty permitted
maximu¡n speed and the presence of grades.

EVALUÀTION

The vreighted multiproportional- poisson model pre-
sented here has yielded practical results when used
in t,raffic situations with few accidents. Road and
traffic characteristics affect the occurrence of
accidents substantially. The estimated results
enable the traffic engineer to design and evaluate
safety measures.
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